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Summary prediction of the actual maximum intensity of
Dissipative heating has not been accounted for in either storms simulated in axisymmetric numerical
numerical simulations of hurricanes or in theories for the models (Rotunno and Emanuel, 1987; Emanuel,
maximum intensity of hurricanes. We argue that the bulk of 1995b). Yet the intensities of most real storms
dissipative heating occurs in the atmospheric boundary fall below the theoretical bound (e.g. see
layer near the radi~s of ~axi~um winds and, u~in~ b?th Schade, 1994), owing to three-dimen~ional
theory and numencal simulatIon, show that diSSipatIve . .. .
heating increases maximum wind speeds in tropical InteractIons wIth the surroundIng atmosphere,
cyclones by about 20%. to local sea surface cooling induced by the

storms themselves and, perhaps, to uncertainty in
the theoretical bound arising from lack of

1. Introduction knowledge of the sea surface exchange coeffi-
Numerical prediction of tropical cyclone tracks cients of heat, moisture, and momentum at high
has improved enormously over the past few wind speeds. Even so, DeMaria and Kaplan
decades, but there is still little skill in forecasting (1994) found that an approximate measure of
storm intensity change (Elsberry et al., 1992). potential intensity, based on sea surface tem-
Part of the problem of forecasting hurricane perature alone, could be used as a statistically
intensity may rest with the inability of current significant predictor of tropical cyclone intensity
forecast models to resolve the storms' inner core, change.
leading to failure to predict the maximum wind The purpose of this short note is to point out
speeds. Yet much of the failure to forecast that all of the extant theory and numerical
hurricane intensity change may be blamed on simulations have neglected the thermodynamic
our relative lack of understanding of the basic energy source arising from dissipative heating,
physical processes that control intensity. and to demonstrate that when included, the upper

It is by now well established that the basic theoretical intensity bound and the actual inten-
thermodynamic cycle of the hurricane limits the sity achieved in numerical simulations increase
maximum intensity that can be achieved. Work appreciably.
on delimiting energetic and thermodynamic
bounds on intensity was begun by Miller ... .
(1958) and continued by Emanuel (1986, 1988, 2. DISSipatIve Heatmg

1995a, 1997), and Holland (1997). The theoret- Frictional dissipation of kinetic energy ultimately
ical maximum intensity provides an excellent occurs at molecular scales. The frictional terms
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in the momentum equations have the form 3. Effect of Frictional Dissipation on
a au' Upper-bound Calculations

- (1I !.. ), (1)
aXj aXj 3.1 Dynamical Derivation
w~ere Ui ~s the i~h c?mp~nent of the. vel?city and Here we follow the derivations presented by
lIlS t~e kine~atlc Vl~CO.Slty. In the kinetIc energy Emanuel (1986, 1995), adding dissipative heating.
equatIon, (1) IS multIp!led by u!. Th~ result may For an axisymmetric vortex in gradient and
be expressed, after a lIttle mampulatIon, by hydrostatic balance, and for which the tempera-

a ( a (1 2
)) (aui)2 ture lapse rate is moist adiabatic a~ong ang~lar_8 lI- a -2ui - 1I -a . (2) momentum surfaces, the thermal wmd equatIon

x' x' x'J J J may be written (Emanuel, 1986)

Summing over the 3 components of velocity, the 1 a1 0*. h d.ff . f ki . 1 1 n
( )first term m (2) represents tel uslon 0 netIc - = 2 - 2cp(Ts - To) 23 e, 7

energy, and may have either sign, while the ~ rt f R aR

second is the dissipation of kinetic ener~y: Si~ce where rb and rt are the {physical) radii of angular
total. energy ~ust be conserved,. the dlS~lpatI~e momentum surfaces at the top of the boundary
heatIng term m the thermodynamIc equatIon wIll layer and at the tropopause, respectively, cp is the
be heat capacity at constant preseure, T sand To are(au,)2 the surface temperature and temperature at the
1I ~ . (3) tro~opause, resp~ctively, 0; is t~e satur~tio.n

J equIvalent potentIal temperature, f IS the Conohs
Many numerical models represent the effect of parameter, and R is the potential radius, defined

turbulence on momentum by a term of the form so that
of (1) except that 1I represents an eddy ~i.scosity, 2 - 2

(8)which may depend on both the velocItIes and f R - fr + 2rV,

their gradients. Thus 1I is replaced by a term of where V is the azimuthal velocity.
the form lIij. The rest of the derivation of the In a mature hurricane, the anticyclone is well
dissipative heating term is the same, resulting in developed at the tropopause and so angular
a term in the temperature equation of the form momentum surfaces flare out to very large radius.(aUi )2 Thus we may use the approximation rt -+ 00 in
lIij -a ' (4) (7):

x'
J. '.' 1 1 alnO;with summatIon over both mdlces. WhIle (4) ~ ~ -2cp(Ts - To)JiR3~. (9)

applies in the interior of the fluid flow, the b
surface stress is often represented by a bulk To find an expression for the maximum azi-
aerodynamic formula of the form muthal wind velocity, we first find a separate

au' /_.2 I . .2 expression for the gradient of In 0; with respect
1I~ 10 = CDUiV uf + u~, (5) to angular momentum (or potential radius, R). In

3. ., the boundary layer under the eyewall, we assume
where CD IS a drag coefficIent,. v:hlch may. be a that, in the steady state, radial advections of
function of wind speed and stabIllt~, and x.3 IS the angular momentum and equivalent potential
direction normal to the surface. (This applIes only temperature are balanced by their sink and
to Ul and U2). Then, at the lowest model level, the source at the sea surface:
frictional term in the thermodynamic eqution is

f a'ljJ aR2 aTv
CD( 2 2) 3/2 ( 6 ) -- - - = r-, (10)

h ul + u2 , 2 ap ar ap

where h is the altitude above sea level of the and ;

lowest model grid point. Note that we assume a a I 0 1
[a £!lJ

]that all dissipation in the atmosphere results in -cp --.:!P. ~ = - ::?: + - , (11)
heating of the atmosphere, not the ocean. ap ar T s ap g
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where 'I/J is the mass streamfunction in the r-p satisfied in the numerical simulations by Rotunno

plane, Tv is the vertical turbulent flux of and Emanuel (1987). Then (17) can be sub-
azimuthal momentum, Tk is the turbulent enthal- stituted into (9) to give
py flux, and !?lJ is the dissipative heating rate, R2 T - T 1

[ c ]which was neglected in previous derivations. In ~ ~ 2 s 0 - ~ (k* - k) + IVI2. (18)

(10), ~R2 is the angular momentum per unit b Ts frV CD

mass. Taking 'I/J=O at the sea surface and In the eyewall region we assume that IVI »fr,

assuming that R2 (or, equivalently, V) and (}e so that (8) becomes, approximately.

are constant with altitude in the boundary layer, 2

(10) and (11) may be integrated through the fR ~ 2rV. (19)

depth of the boundary layer to give .Eliminating r between (18) and (19) gives

~'l/Jb~=rTvo, (12) V2~¥[~(k*-k)+IVI2]. (20)

8 In (}e 1 [ 1

JPo ] Finally, if we assume that IVI ~ ~ then (20)
cp'I/Jb -a- = T Tko + - !?lJdp, (13) becomes

r s g Pb
2 Ts - To Ck ( *

)where 'l/Jb is the mass streamfunction at the top of V = --T;--"C;; k - k . (21)

the boundary layer and Po and Pb are the surface ,.
pressure and pressure at the top of the boundary T,his IS IdentIcal to expressIons denved pre-

layer, respectively, and the surface fluxes are ~Iously by Emanuel ~1986, 1995),except that To

given by the aerodynamic flux formulae Instead of Ts appears m the denomInator. Thus all

the results of Emanuel (1986, 1995) follow but

Tvo = -pCDIVIV, (14) with the coefficient CklCDl replaced by

Tko = pCkIVI(k* - k), (15) ~~. (22)

To CD

Here p is the air density near the surface, CD and Th f ~ t f ' 1 d . d '" " h ' .

" e e lec 0 mc u mg IssIpatlve eatIng IS

Ck are the exchange coefficIents for momentum ". ". ,

d th 1 ( h ' h b f t ' f ' d IdentIcal to that of IncreasIng the ratIo of surfacean en a py w IC may e unc Ions 0 wm "
d d t b ' l . t ) IVI . th .t d f th exchange coefficIents, CkICD, by the factor TsiTo.

spee an saIl y , IS e magru u e 0 e , "

f . d d d k* d k th In hurncane envIronments, T siT 0 ~ 3/2, so
sur ace wm spee, an an are e . 1 d' d ., , h " , . 1tt' th1fth 4-'dthmc u mg IssIpatlve eatIng IS equlva ent to
sa ura Ion en a py 0 e sea SUI ace an e . , ,

t 1 th 1 f th b d 1 . IncreasIng the enthalpy transfer coefficIent by 50%.

ac ua en a py 0 e oun ary ayer aIr,

respectively.

Now we assume that the frictional heating of 3.2 Derivation from Conservation Principles .

the boundary layer is given by (6) so that. .
, ConsIder the steady-state entropy balance m a

! JP°!?lJd = C IVI3, (16) control volume bounded by two closely spaced
g Pb P P D surfaces of constant entropy, angular momentum,

. . and streamfunction, as shown in Fig 1. Import of

~ow divIde (13) by (12) and use (14)-(16) to entropy into the control volume through the top

YIeld of the boundary layer must, in equilibrium, equal

1 8ln(}e f 1
[ Ck * 2 ] the export of entropy through an arbitrary surface

- R ~ = -;;--T;V C (k - k) + !Vj . of constant temperature, since, by definition,

P s D there is no lateral import or export of entropy:

(17) (s8'I/J)0 = (s8'I/J )T'
We next assume that in the eyewall region, (}e

in the boundary layer is equal to ()* along angulare 1 Of course, Ck and CD are in general functions of wind
momentum surfaces above the boundary layer, d d t b" I ' t th t (21) , II ' I" "t t ". . " . spee an saIl y, so a IS rea y an Imp 1C1 equa Ion
the condlton of slantwIse convectIve neutralIty, for v" For the present purpose, we may take Ck/CD to be
This condition was found to be very nearly representative of the high wind core of the stonn"

i, . ,
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Fig. 1. Showing the control volume (hatched)
used for the derivation from conservation
principles. The heavy dashed line near bottom
denotes the top of the boundary layer, while
the dashed line near top is an isothermal
surface. The volume is bounded laterally by
surfaces of constant streamfunction ( 'I/J),
angular momentum (M), total energy (E)
and entropy (s)

radius of maximum winds, where there is overall
descent, radiative cooling is important in the
stady state and the entropy advection outside the
boundary layer will not be negligible.) We further
assume that frictional dissipation accounts for the
entire irreversible entropy source, and that the
reversible entropy source is the heat flux from the
ocean. Then, if the boundary layer is thin, (25)
can be written

CkIVsJ(~~-27r( '!jJlis)o = -27r( '!jJlis)T = 7rlir5Ps -
To

cDIVl13
T.+ 7r{j~ps (26)

where s is the specific entropy (= cpln(}e), 'l/J is
the mass streamfunction, and the subscripts 0 and
T denote evaluation at the top if the boundary
layer, and at some absolute temperature, 1:
respectively. Since sand 'l/J surfaces coincide
and are thus the same at the top and bottom of the
control volume, it follows that

('l/J8s)o = ('l/J8S)T' (23)

In the boundary layer, entropy advection must
balance the sum of the reversible and irreversible
entropy sources:

pV. \7s = p(srev + Sirr), (24)

where srev and Sirr are the reversible and
irreversible entropy sources, respectively, and p
is the density. Integrating (24) over the part of the
control volume in Fig. I that extends from the
top of the boundary layer to the surface gives

fr+8r rz

-27r('l/J8s)o=27r r JoP(Srev+sirr)dzrdr. (25)

We assume that above the boundary layer near
the radius of maximum winds, the flow is entirely
steady and adiabatic, and that the only reversible
and irreversible entropy sources are in the
boundary layer, so that the integrands in (25)
vanish outside the boundary layer. (Outside the

where we have made use of (23) and have used
(15) for the surface heat flux and (16) for the
dissipative heating. (Dividing these by tempera-
ture gives the respective entropy sources.) The
subscripts s and 0 denote evaluation at the surface
and at the top of the boundary layer, respectively.

From the first law of thermodynamics,

T8s = cp8T + 48q - a8p, (27)

where cp is the heat capacity at constant pressure,
Lv is the latent heat of vaporization, q is the
specific humidity and a is the specific volume.
Since the flow is steady, we may make use of the
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steady state momentum equations to write Conservation of energy, angular momentum
ap ap and mass in the subcloud layer gives

a8p = aa:z8z + aa;8r -27r'I/J8E = 7r8r5psCkIVsl(k~ - k),

= 8z[-g - V. '\lw] 27r'I/J8M = 7r8r5psCDroIVsIVs,

+8r[(~+fV) -V"\luJ. (28) 27r8'I/J = 7r8r5Pswo.
r Using these in (32) and substituting the result

The advective terms can be re-written into (26) gives an expression for the maximum
I surface wind speed:

(V. '\lw)8z + (V. '\lu)8r = 8(2 (u2 + W2)) 2 - Ck * Ts - T1 IVsl - ~(ko - k)-:r-

+ p--;:(8'I/J, (29) +.!::
[VV s ~ - ~ ~ ~~ J . (33)

T r Ps pr CDIVsl
where

The last term has no counterpart in the derivation
l ( = ~ - ~ of a similar equation from the dynamicali az ar ' equations, and represents the effect of unba-

and lanced flow that is filtered by the balance
equations. It can be shown that this last term is

w -! ~ u - _!~ roughly three orders-of-magnitude smaller thanp - r ar ' p - r az . the other terms and thus may be neglected. The

Usin these in (28), (27) can be written first term in brack~ts in (33) ~oes ?ot appear in
g (21) because of vanous approxImatIons that were

(V2 ) made in the dynamical derivation.T8s = cp8T + 48q + g8z - -;:- + fV 8r We see from the form of (33) (neglecting the

1 ) 1 last term) that there is a precise definition of the
+8 ( -(u2+W2) +-(8'I/J. (30) "outflow temperature", To, that makes (21)

2 pr valid: It is the temperature along the angular

But in a steady flow, the total energy, E, is momentum surface that passes throught the locus
conserved, where E is defined of maximum winds, at the point at which the

tangential velocity, V, vanishes. Alternatively,
E = cpT + 4q + gz + ! IVI2. conservation of angular momentum gives

2 ro 1
Using this in (30) gives V = V 0 -;: - 2fr,

1 2 ( V2 ) 1 where we have ignored the contribution of theT8s=8E-28V - -;:-+fV 8r+p--;:('I/J. (31) Coriolis term at the radius of maximum winds.

. . . . Substituting this for the second term on the right
Fmally, USI,ng the defirnhon ~f angular momen- of (33) and ignoring the last term, and then
turn per urnt mass, M, we wnte evaluating the resulting expression in the limit

V 1 2 (V2 ) that r -+ 00 gives
-8M=-8V + -+fV 8r,r 2 r IVsl2 = ~(k~ - k).!::~ - ~! froVo, (34)
so that (31) becomes CD To To 2

1 [ VI J where this time To is defined to be the
8s = T 8E - -8M + -(8'I/J . (32) environmental temperature at infinity along the

r pr streamline that originates at the locus of max-

This gives the increment of entropy between the imum winds. In general, the last term will be
two bounding surfaces in terms of increments of small unless the radius of maximum winds is
other conserved variables. relatively large.

t
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4. Numerical Experiments 100

90

4.1 Simple Balance Model 80

We first add dissipative heating to the simple, 3- 70 , <3--

layer balance model developed by Emanuel 6 "-"'-",'(1995b). This is an axisymmetric model phrased 0

in potential radius coordinates, in which it is V_miX (m/s) 50

assumed that the flow is everywhere in hydro- 40

static and gradient wind balance. In the dynami- 30

cal equations, a static stability is assumed (asin quasi-geostrophy), corresponding to moist 20

adiabatic lapse rates of temperature along 10

angular momentum surfaces. Moist convection 0is represented by assuming local thermodynamic 0 1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8 9

. Time (days)equIlibrium of the subcloud layer and by a

representing convective downdrafts as a
function of updraft mass flux and precipitation

efficienty.Th I d ' fi ' 1020

e on y mo I catIon we make to the model
described in Emanuel (1995b) is to add a 1000

dissipative heating term of the form (6) to the
subcloud layer thermodynamic equation. The 980

effect of this on the evolution of the maximum
wind speed and central surface pressure can 960

be seen in Fig. 2. (Variations in intensity during p_mln(mb) ,""" the mature phase are owing to eyewall replace- 940 ',' '., q--

ment cycles in the model.) The theoreticalpredictions of maximum wind and central 920
. q--

pressure gIven by the theory of Emanuel 900

(1995a), with and without the modification
owing to dissipative heating given by (22), are 880also indicated.2 Clearly, the effect of dissipative 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

heating is as anticipated, with a 25% increase in Time (days) b

maximum wind and a 60% increase in the Fig. 2. Evolution with time of (a) the maximum winds speed
magnitude of the central pressure deficit over (ms-l) and (b) the central pressure (mb) in the balance
the environment. model of Emanuel (1995b). The solid and dashed lines

show the simulations with and without dissipative heating,
respectively. Arrows at right show the theoretical maximum

4.2 Axisymmetric, Nonhydrostatic Model intensities from Emanuel (1995a)

We next add dissipative heating to the nonhydro-
static, axisymmetric hurricane model of Rotunno

and Emanuel (1987), modified by Bister (1996).
The model explicitly (albeit crudely) resolves . . .
convective clouds and is here run with a gnd spacmg of 1.25 kIn. Turbulence m the model

horizontal grid spacing of 7.5 kIn and a vertical is represented by eddy di~usivities whi~h depend

on the local rate of stram and the Richardson

number. Surface fluxes are represented by bulk

2 1n tho .
1 d 1 11 . th d 1 di aerodynamic formulae. We add dissipative heat-

IS numenca mo e, as we as III e mo e s- . .
cussed in subsection b, Ck and CD are wind-dependent, but ~ng ~erms of the form (4) everywhere m the
their wind dependence is the same and so drops out of their mtenor, and of the form (6) at the surface. The
ratio, which is used in the theory. results are shown in Fig. 3 along with the
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90
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V (m/s) 50
Max

40
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Time (hours) a

1020

1010

1000

990

980

970
PMin (mb)

960 .-

950

940

930

920 Fig. 3. Same as Fig. 2, but using the
nonhydrostatic model of Rotunno and Ema-

910 0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 nuel (1987). Heavy and light lines show the
runs with and without dissipative heating,

Time (hours) b respectively

theoretical predictions of Emanuel (1995a), with tion of dissipative heating during the mature
and without the modification given by (22). Once phase of the model storm. Clearly, the bulk of
again, the effect of dissipative heating is as dissipative heating in the model occurs in the
anticipated. Figure 4 shows the spatial distribu- boundary layer.
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15 H
4.1~

Height 10 1.H65 --.
(Km) H

H 1.63L.
.681 . ~53

5 Fig. 4. Spatial distribution of the rate of

dissipative heating (K day-I) at 180hours
0 into the simulation using the model of

15 30 45 60 75 90 105 120 135 150 ~otunno a.nd Emanuel (1987). ~h~ m~x-
Imum pomt value of the dIssIpatIve

Radius (km) heating at this time is 102K day-I

5. Conclusion Emanuel, K. A., 1986: An air-sea interaction theory for
tropical cyclones. Part I. J. Atmos. Sci., 42, 1062-1071.

Dissipative heating is almost always neglected Emanuel, K. A., 1988: The maximum intensity of hurri-
in numerical simulations of atmospheric flows, canes. J. Atmos. Sci., 45; 1143-1155.
and has until now been omitted from theories of Emanuel, K. A., 1995a: Sensitivity of tropical cyclones to
hurricane intensity. Here we have shown that surface.exchange.coefficients an~ a revised stead~-state
d. . . h . . b 1. .bl . model mcorporatIng eye dynaffilcs. J. Atmos. SCI., 52,

Isslpatlve eatIng IS y no means neg Igl e 10 3969-3976.

the case of hurricanes, increasing their kinetic Emanuel, K. A., 1995b: The behavior of a simple hurricane
energy density by roughly 50%. We therefore model using a convective scheme based on subcloud-layer
advocate that the dissipative heating term (4) be entropy equilibrium. J. Atmos. Sci., 52,3959-3968.
added to the thermodynamic equation of models Emanuel, K. A., 1997: Some aspects of hurricane inner-core

d t . 1 t d . t h . dynamics and energetics. J. Atmos. Sci., 54, 1015-1026.
use 0 Slmu a e or pre lC umcanes. . ..,Holland, G. J., 1997: The maxImum potentIal mtensity of

tropical cyclones, J. Atmos. Sci., 54, 2519-2541.
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